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Since its inception in 1991, the Aporia has been published under the direction
of numerous editors who have grown the journal from its roots as a repository
for David H. Yarn Contest submissions to an undergraduate journal of
international renown. In this 30th anniversary edition, we would like to
commemorate those editors who have contributed to the legacy and mission
of the Aporia. The name of each of the Aporia’s previous editors, accompanied
by the year in which they first became editor of the journal, is listed below.
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Mark Olsen (1995)
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Foreward
Dr. David Laraway

It is a pleasure for me as the chair of the Department of Philosophy
at Brigham Young University to offer a few words in recognition of Aporia’s
thirtieth anniversary. It just so happens that as a young and enthusiastic
philosophy major in the early 1990s, I was one of the four founding editors
of the journal and I have a vivid recollection of the circumstances that
attended its inauguration. A few of us undergraduate students had come
to see the benefits of sharing our written work with each other and we
realized that BYU’s College of Humanities had an abundance of resources
to help facilitate the publication of student work. When we nervously
floated the idea to James Faulconer, then chair of the department, of
producing a journal of philosophy, he did not hesitate to offer us all the
financial and moral support we needed. Dan Graham, the department’s
specialist in ancient philosophy, suggested the name Aporia to us: the term
somehow managed to capture some of the gravitas we earnestly sought
while winkingly acknowledging the limitations of any contributions we, as
ambitious undergraduates, might have hoped to make to the discipline. By
the end of winter semester of 1991, the first edition had rolled off the press
and the four of us had spent countless hours becoming more familiar than
we could ever have anticipated with not only the primitive word processing
and publication design software of the day but, more importantly, the need
of subjecting our work and the work of our peers to the most demanding
standards possible. We handed out copies of that first edition of the
journal with the pride of new parents and the zealousness of new converts
to a cause greater than ourselves. I do not recall that we had any long-term
plans for the journal: we hoped simply that that initial edition would be
sufficiently successful that we might persuade the department to provide
us with funding once again for another edition the following year. And so
they did. A tradition was born.
Since that first edition of Aporia, the names of more than thirty
students have graced the masthead as editors of the journal. An additional
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one hundred and twenty five undergraduates have served as editorial board
members and referees. They have overseen the publication of more than
two hundred and fifty articles, just about half of them written by BYU
philosophy students and the rest by undergraduate students affiliated with
nearly ninety other universities, including a dozen from schools located
outside the United States. Most of the names of the editors, editorial board
members, and authors over those thirty years are of course unfamiliar to
me, but of those with whom I am acquainted, a fair number of them are
now professors of philosophy in their own right, while others have gone
on to distinguished careers in law, government service, the private sector,
and other fields in academia. What they all share, regardless of the career
paths they have followed, is the experience of having subjected their own
work to the highest critical standards. It is one thing for a student to put
together a reasonably strong term paper: it is something else altogether to
subject one’s work to the higher levels of scrutiny and refinement required
by the editing and publication process, in the knowledge that one’s work
will reach a much wider audience than a professor and perhaps a classmate
or two. Regardless of the career paths our student authors and editors
have finally chosen, I have no doubt that the skills they have honed by
working with Aporia has markedly enhanced what are sometimes called
the “transferable skills” that the discipline of philosophy demands: close
reading, concise exposition, rigorous argumentation, a creative approach
to often well-worn problems, and meticulous revision and editing. I am
quite confident that it has not been an idle exercise for any of the journal’s
authors or editors over these last decades.
To all the past the editors of Aporia I offer my heartfelt thanks and
appreciation for their labors. I express gratitude in particular to Logan
Packer, this year’s editor, for his invitation for me to compose these lines.
And I would dare to hope that one of them might be in a position to draft
a note similar to this one thirty years hence.
David Laraway
Professor of Hispanic Literatures and Cultures
Visiting Chair, Department of Philosophy

